ABSTRACT
Introduction
Our paper is neither about time-varying signal's sampling and/or his spectral analysis, these specialized subjects being fully analyzed in a lot of very good theoretical works as [1] - [10] , nor about some possible algebraic structures and/or other involved mathematical aspects applicable on a set of congruent spectra.
We only theoretically develop (and propose) a practical method dedicated to help the experimenter in a quickly (and automatically) identification of the common and non-common frequencies existing in two ore more congruent discrete spectra. A method which uses, to conclude on the significant frequencies, an intuitive discernment criterion based on the magnitudes of the spectral lines, namely: the more important frequency in signal has the greater magnitude among the spectral lines.
Four definitions
If ( ) t s is a time-varying signal, then: 
D1. We imagine the signal's (frequencies) discrete spectrum as a collection (a set)
are also discrete spectra congruent with
; symbolically we write
Two propositions
Let ( ) 
Generalization for more spectra
Using the propositions P1 -P2, and the observations O1 -O2, it is easy to demonstrate that:
contains as emphasized the common frequencies correspondent lines, significantly existing in all
Demonstration: according to proposition P1, the discrete spectrum 
P4.
contains as empha-sized the non-common frequencies correspondent lines, existing significantly in 
Some demonstrative examples
Let ( ) Applying the proposition P1 we obtain the common frequencies: 
Applying the proposition P2 we obtain the non-common frequencies: 
S S
The right-side "hill" from the Figure 9 .b is the effect of the division between very small numbers such as 
An experimental application
The above presented theoretical aspects were used in the analysis of the noise existing in the experimental measured signals of two absolute pressure transducers installed at the ends of a pipe through which water circulates, [11] - [12] . More precisely, in repeated experiments, for the two transducers' analyzed signals it was identified as significant common frequency a value p ν very near-by the measured first modal frequency 1 ν of the water-filled pipe's bending vibration (flow induced vibration), namely % 1
Conclusions
Starting with unconventional definitions for:
• spectral line: 
